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Abstract: Video compression technology for Ultra-High Definition (UHD) and 8K UHD video has
been established and is being widely adopted by major broadcasting companies and video content
providers, allowing them to produce high-quality videos that meet the demands of today’s consumers.
However, high-resolution video content broadcasting is not an easy problem to be resolved in the
near future due to limited resources in network bandwidth and data storage. An alternative solution
to overcome the challenges of broadcasting high-resolution video content is to downsample UHD
or 8K video at the transmission side using existing infrastructure, and then utilizing Video Super-
Resolution (VSR) technology at the receiving end to recover the original quality of the video content.
Current deep learning-based methods for Video Super-Resolution (VSR) fail to consider the fact
that the delivered video to viewers goes through a compression and decompression process, which
can introduce additional distortion and loss of information. Therefore, it is crucial to develop VSR
methods that are specifically designed to work with the compression–decompression pipeline. In
general, various information in the compressed video is not utilized enough to realize the VSR model.
This research proposes a highly efficient VSR network making use of data from decompressed video
such as frame type, Group of Pictures (GOP), macroblock type and motion vector. The proposed
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-based lightweight VSR model is suitable for real-time video
services. The performance of the model is extensively evaluated through a series of experiments,
demonstrating its effectiveness and applicability in practical scenarios.

Keywords: video super-resolution; video compression; motion vector; spatio-temporal consistency

1. Introduction

The last two decades have witnessed outstanding achievements in science and tech-
nology. Expensive devices and spectacular media contents which are enjoyed only by a
minority are now available for almost every individual. Particularly, a camera device is
nowadays common to everyone’s daily life since it is embedded into portable devices such
as smartphones, tablets, and laptops. Furthermore, the multimedia contents generated by
the camera are digitalized, stored, shared, and transmitted rapidly and globally. Today
the number of video content viewers watching over-the-top (OTT) media services such as
Netflix, Roku, Disney+, YouTube, and Amazon Prime Video are rapidly increasing with the
video streaming service’s ongoing developments.

Meanwhile, multimedia content consumers prefer to watch higher resolution videos
because of their enhanced vivid and realistic effects. The general video resolution on
streaming services is FullHD (1920 × 1080) or 4K (3840 × 2160) and it has recently reached
up to 8K resolution (7680 × 4320). The progress in video resolution is significant and
sooner or later the current maximum resolution could also be substituted by a much higher
resolution format. However, high-resolution video requires a large amount of storage,
network bandwidth as shown in Table 1, and longer elapsed time to be transferred to
clients through a network, inevitably resulting in a lower resolution video being delivered
to viewers subject to network conditions. To overcome the problems of storage and
bandwidth, streaming service providers have been developing various methods, such as
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Per-Title Encoding, Adaptive Bitrate Streaming (ABR), Decentralized Content Delivery,
Dynamic Optimizer, and Content Delivery Network (CDN).

Table 1. Recommended video bitrates for video stream service [1].

Type Video Bitrate, Standard
Frame Rate (24, 25, 30)

Video Bitrate, High Frame
Rate (48, 50, 60)

2160p (4K) 35~45 Mbps 53~68 Mbps

1440p (2K) 16 Mbps 24 Mbps

1080p 8 Mbps 12 Mbps

720p 5 Mbps 7.5 Mbps

480p 2.5 Mbps 4 Mbps

360p 1 Mbps 1.5 Mbps

In addition, the abundant amount of pre-existing low-resolution video content also
needs to be delivered to OTT service consumers. However, the video quality of the old
low resolution is not satisfiable to be played on Ultra-High Definition (UHD) size display
devices at home. Accordingly, if the received low-resolution video on higher resolution
display devices including smartphones can be converted to high-resolution video clips
delicately, consumers could enjoy the benefits of high-speed video streaming as well as
better quality videos than before.

The aforementioned network bandwidth, storage, and video quality issues can be
resolved with Video Super-Resolution (VSR) technology which reconstructs high-resolution
video from a lower resolution video through the use of various features in one or sequential
frames in the video [2]. It starts from conventional computer vision technology including
static interpolation theories such as the nearest neighbor, bilinear, or bicubic filter, and has
shown a significant progress by adopting Convolutional Neural Network (CNN). CNN is a
type of deep learning neural network that is particularly well suited for image processing
tasks. The key idea behind CNN is to use convolutional layers, which scan the input image
with a small filter (also called kernel or weights) and applies the same transformation at
each location of the image. By applying multiple convolutional layers, a CNN can learn
increasingly complex features of the image, such as edges, textures, and patterns. Many
researchers have demonstrated that CNN-based Super-Resolution methods produce clearer
and higher resolution output when compared to traditional interpolation techniques [3–5].
The latest research on VSR demonstrated meaningful advances in terms of the quality of
super-resolved video and conversion speed.

The four principal streams of the related research are: (1) Recurrent Frame-based VSR
Network (FRVSR, RBPN, RRN) [6–8], (2) Spatio-Temporal VSR Network (SOF-VSR, STVSR,
TDAN, TOFlow, TDVSR-L) [9–13], (3) Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)-based SR
Network [14–17], and (4) Video Compression-informed VSR Network (FAST, COMISR,
CDVSR, CIAF) [18–21].

This paper proposes a method utilizing the information from the compressed video to
achieve a lightweight VSR model applicable in video streaming services without seriously
decreasing the quality of super-resolved video, namely Compression-informed Lightweight
VSR (CILVSR), as shown briefly in Figure 1. This study aims to utilize more information
acquired from the procedure of video decoding to improve the performance of the VSR
model in terms of speed and lightness. The information covers slice type, which is almost
similar to frame type in here, macroblock type, group of pictures, and motion vector.
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Table 2 presents slice type of the H.264 Video codec standard [22]. The slice type of
Intra-frame is either I (Intra) slice or SI (Switching I) slice and the slice type of Inter-frame
is P (Predictive), SP (Switching P), B (Bi-directional Predictive), or SB (Switching B) type.

Table 2. H.264 slice type.

slice_Type Name slice_Type Name

0 P (P slice) 5 P (P slice)

1 B (B slice) 6 B (B slice)

2 I (I slice) 7 I (I slice)

3 SP (SP slice) 8 SP (SP slice)

4 SI (SI slice) 9 SI (SI slice)

The iterative period of selecting the Intra-frame group of pictures(GOP), i.e., the gap
between Intra-frames shown in Figure 2, is determined by encoding configuration. The
small number of GOP means the target bitrate of the encoding file is big enough and this
configuration is chosen in case a frequent scene change occurs in a video or a video content
requires more details and less block noise after decoding. In the case of H.264, the start
frame is designated as an Instantaneous Decoder Refresh (IDR) frame with Intra-frame
type and once a frame is encoded with this frame type, all the statuses such as reference
picture buffer status, reference frame number, and picture order count are initialized in
decoding [22].

The proposed VSR model is composed of two main networks which are the Intra-frame-
based network and Inter-frame-based network. The Intra-frame-based network utilizes
periodic Intra-frames in compressed video and it is trained without any dependency
on consecutive frames. As this network model adopts Intra-frames which consist of
a significant amount of information in compressed video such as one still image, it is
possible to be considered as a single image SR network which is beneficial to implement a
lightweight VSR model. Meanwhile, the Inter-frame-based network presented in this study
facilitates two consecutive frames for training to utilize the temporal relation between
the Inter-frames. In this Inter-frame-based network training, the motion compensation
process exploits the motion vector, macroblock type, and the completely decoded previous
frame as a reference frame. Furthermore, the integration of the two models enables it to
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be a simple and adaptable model, which utilizes the intact information from the original
compressed video.

The contributions of this research are as follows:

• The VSR model in this paper consumes low computational resources for inference work
without significantly damaging the quality of the video through adopting a smaller
number of reference frames compared to other Spatio-Temporal-based VSR models;

• To extend the availability of VSR model under a bad network environment, the
proposed model is separable by frame type;

• The proposed VSR model is appropriate for real-time video streaming services by
using various information from a video decoder.
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2. Related Works

This describes four types of VSR and analyzes their benefits and enhanced aspects of
them [23].

2.1. Recurrent Frame-Based VSR Network

The Recurrent Frame-based VSR [24] Network improves upon traditional VSR meth-
ods by integrating single image super-resolution (SISR) and multi-image super-resolution
(MISR) into a unified framework. SISR and MISR are able to extract missing information or
details from other frames. SISR extracts different feature maps representing the target frame,
while MISR offers multiple sets of feature maps from various frames. Deep SISR was pro-
posed [3], which required a predefined upsampling operator. Improving upon this, meth-
ods such as progressive upsampling [4], residual learning [5,25,26], back-projection [27],
upsampling layers [28], and recursive layers [29,30] have been introduced. In general, VSR
using multiple frames focuses on two aspects: aligning frames with large motions and
effectively fusing different frames. The Detail Fusion (DF) Network in [31] effectively fuses
image details after aligning them using sub-pixel motion compensation (SPMC).

2.2. Spatio-Temporal VSR Network

Spatio-Temporal VSR Networks utilize both spatial and temporal features in a low-
resolution video to recover high-resolution video by using multiple low-resolution frames
as input data [32]. These include Super-resolve Optical Flows for Video SR (SOF-VSR) [9],
Space-Time Video Super-Resolution (STVSR) [10], Temporally Deformable Alignment
Network (TDAN) [11], Task-Oriented Flow (TOFlow) [12], Deep Dual Attention Network
(DDAN) [33], and Temporal Dynamics VSR (TDVSR-L) [13]. The principal methodology of
VSR networks is frame alignment between the target frame and reference frame at first by
adopting dynamic kernels in convolution. After this process, based on the aligned frames
and the reference frame, the networks realize a better quality of a high-resolution frame
with convolution and reconstruction layers.

In the case of STVSR, it is capable of predicting a high frame rate (HFR) and HR frames
without explicit interpolation of intermediate low-resolution frames. Furthermore, by
training temporal interpolation as well as spatial super-resolution simultaneously, STVSR
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can synthesize an HR slow-motion video from lower resolution video. STVSR is composed
of three networks, a feature temporal interpolation network, a deformable ConvLSTM
(Convolutional Long Short-Term Memory), and a deep reconstruction network. The benefit
of STVSR is that it proposes one-stage interpolation to synthesize low-resolution feature
maps for missing frames without requiring explicit supervision.

2.3. GAN Based SR

Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) is a type of neural network architecture
consisting of two parts: a generator and a discriminator. The generator creates new,
synthetic data, while the discriminator attempts to distinguish the synthetic data from real
data. The two parts are trained together, with the generator trying to create data that can
fool the discriminator, and the discriminator trying to correctly identify the synthetic data.
GAN is widely employed in various applications within the fields of image classification
and image conversion [34–36]. Another latest research using GAN is to improve the
performance of image and video super-resolution with a high-frequency discriminator
to reconstruct low-resolution images to their related high-resolution images. Although,
the performance evaluation of super-resolution reconstructing has been decided with
PSNR and SSIM, [14] indicating that PSNR could not be consistent with the results of a
human eye. Hence, NIQE [37] and Ma [38] are broadly used for super-resolution problems.
However, it was noted that those perception-based indicators were not appropriate to
evaluate image recovery [39–43]. Therefore, the Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity
(LPIPS) method [44] is suggested whilst it compensates for the perceptional limit of other
indicators by comparing the feature similarity between super-resolved image and the
ground truth image.

GAN was first utilized by [45] proposing EnhancedNET for super resolution. Addi-
tionally, [46] introduced perceptual loss for the developed realism of the image. However,
a substantial amount of noise was produced when attempting to improve the authenticity
of the image. Thus, while [14] redesigned both the generator and the differentiator, ES-
RGAN [15] changed the generator in Super-Resolution Generative Adversarial Network
(SRGAN) to Residual-in-Residual Dense Block (RRDB) [47]. Furthermore, recent RankSR-
GAN [16] has used external data to form ranker constraints based on reconstructing images
by optimizing its own reproduced image. These GAN-based models have utilized either
perceptual loss [46] or combined Ranker for generating and constraining the high-frequency
details of the reconstructed frame. These constraints tended to be indirectly affected by the
featured layer of the image rather than directly by the high-frequency information of the
image. Due to this reason, it was concluded that the constraints showed less efficiency.

The work related to dual discriminator was suggested by [48] for video generation and
was known as one of the most effective video generation frameworks. The author of [17]
shows another approach based on GAN. This is motivated by recurrent back-projection
networks (RBPNs) using back-projection for multi-image super-resolution whilst it manip-
ulates temporal information in neighbor frames in a video to acquire better performance.
This research especially exploits several losses to achieve optimal perceptual image quality
as well as PSNR improvements such as mean square error (MSE) loss, perceptual loss,
adversarial loss, and total variation loss.

2.4. Video Compression Informed VSR

To combine the technology of video compression with super-resolution methods, a
few approaches are proposed recently such as Free Adaptive Super-resolution via Transfer
(FAST) [18], Compression-informed Video Super-Resolution (COMISR) [19], Compressed
Domain Video SR (CDVSR) [20], and Codec Information Assisted Framework (CIAF) [21].
The FAST framework suggests that an initial SR frame from a compressed video is trans-
ferred to consecutive frames; therefore, exploiting the temporal correlation between adja-
cent frames and extracting motion vectors with residuals in the compressed video enable
the upsampling of sequential frames fast and efficiently. The idea can also be enhanced
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by considering SR for non-overlapping blocking and removing artifacts by an adaptive
deblocking filter in the SR procedure [49]. The experiment using FAST with HEVC com-
pressed 20 video sequences was 15 times faster than SRCNN [3], KRR [50], and ANR [51],
meaning that real-time SR for UHD video contents could be embedded soon in various
devices such as TV, smartphones, and tablets. Furthermore, if FAST overcomes the limit
that requires a periodic frame reset for decent results and abrupt scene change in a video,
the architecture integration of video compression and FAST will bring significant synergy
in the video streaming industry.

Another model using video compression information is COMISR [19] which consists
of a flow estimation module, bi-directional recurrent module, and Laplacian enhancement
component. It shows good performance of SR outcomes under various compression levels.
The bi-directional recurrent module in COMISR produces a predicted HR frame and the
detailed flow estimation module assists in conserving high-frequency details of HR flow.
Additionally, the Laplacian enhancement module is added to restore the fine details of
compressed video. The evaluation result shows that recovering more details such as
the texture of low-resolution pictures as well as generating denoised video having fewer
artifacts is possible by this model.

CDVSR [20] is the VSR model utilizing intrinsic information from the decoded video to
acquire a super-resolved frame. This model is composed of a Guided Coding Prior Injection
(GCPI) feature extraction module, Motion Vector Guided Soft Alignment (MV-GSA) mod-
ule, Attention-Aided Temporal Fusion scheme, and Cross-Scale SR Reconstruction network.
This model proposes an efficient strategy for acquiring better performance by using prior de-
coding and a feature alignment scheme. It is one of the decent models showing the synergy
effect of the integration of video compression technology into video super-resolution.

CIAF [21] suggests a method to enhance the recurrent based VSR models for com-
pressed videos. Information is reused such as motion vector and residual from decoded
video to improve the efficiency of the recurrent based VSR model. Specifically, this frame-
work proposes a motion vector alignment technique to acquire better SR frame quality on
pre-existing recurrent VSR models.

These methods that use video compression information demonstrate good perfor-
mance in terms of efficiency and expandability compared to other types of VSR models
in 2.1 to 2.3. However, several barriers utilizing these models in a real-time environment
still exist such as low-end devices with outdated GPU or a small size of memory inside
because they are not composed of simple architecture or low weight parameters which are
necessary for real-time inferencing.

To solve such issues as mentioned above, this paper suggests lightweight VSR model
architecture using simple layers as well as video codec information to increase the compu-
tational resource efficiency in the process of inference.

3. Methodology

The proposed method, CILVSR, consists of two main parts to obtain super-resolved
frames from a low-resolution video, Intra-frame upsampling and Inter-frame upsampling.

Firstly, after decoding an encoded LR video, GOP and frame type information are
acquired. Based on the information, frames are classified as Intra-frame or Inter-frame
ahead. The super-resolved results of all frames in GOP, SRGOP in Equation (1) are a group
of the estimated high resolution of Intra-frame, SRintra and a group of the estimated high
resolution of Inter-frames, SRk

inter:

SRGOP = SRintra + ∑N−1
k=1 SRk

inter (1)

where N is the number of frames in a GOP.
The upsampling of low-resolution Intra-frame, ILR

intra can be considered a single image
super resolution (SISR) method. In general, SISR training and inference process require
fewer computing resource than a VSR model using multiple frames for training and
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inference. Extracting the Intra-frame from the encoded video and treating it as a separate
SISR module is profitable to reduce the overall burden of VSR model training. In this paper,
SRCNN [6] with Laplacian enhancement is used to obtain Super-resolved Intra-frames,
ISR
intra from compressed low-resolution video. Laplacian enhancement is adopted to restore

high-frequency details which are reduced in the process of video encoding [36]. A Laplacian
enhanced frame is produced by a Gaussian kernel blur G (·, ·):

ISR
intra = IHR

i + α
(

IHR
i −G

(
IHR
i , σ = 1.5

))
(2)

where σ is the width of the Gaussian kernel and IHR
i is an intermediate HR frame.

Meanwhile, in video compression, the relation between Inter-frames is described
as predicted frames (P frames) or bi-directional predicted frames (B frames). P frames
refer to previous frames for compression/decompression and it contains two types of
macroblock, intra macroblock (I_* in Table 3) and predicted macroblock (P_* in Table 3).
Table 3 shows the macroblock type for the P frame in H.264. A macroblock is a unit of pixels
for video compression and its basic size in the case of H.264 video compression standard is
16 × 16 pixels. Each macroblock can be partitioned into a sub-macroblock such as 16 × 8,
8 × 16, 8 × 8 or 4 × 4 to acquire better compression results as Figure 3.

Table 3. Macroblock types for P frame.

mb_Type Name of mb_Type

0 P_L0_16 × 16

1 P_L0_L0_16 × 8

2 P_L0_L0_8 × 8

3 P_8 × 8

4 P_8 × 8ref0

inferred P_Skip

5 I_4 × 4

6~29 I_16 × 16

30 I_PCM
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The first step of Inter-frame encoding is to find motion vectors of similar pixel blocks
between frames and the second step is the bitwise compression of the residuals and
the estimated motion vectors which are encoded with the value of mb_type from 0 to
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4 in Table 3. Throughout this Inter-frame compression process, temporal redundancy
between frames in GOP is eliminated because in case the same macroblocks exist between
consecutive frames, the macroblocks can be compressed and represented after decoding as
a type of reference macroblock and motion vectors instead of encoding all the macroblocks
in sequential frames.

In the case of JM (Joint Model) software [52] for H.264 encoding, to find out motion
vector, Unsymmetrical Multi-Hexagon Search (UMHexagonS), and Center Biased Fractional
Pel Search (CBFPS) methods are used for high-speed motion estimation. This search process
is the most time-consuming module in video encoding because it requires numerous
mathematical calculations. To achieve a high compression ratio of Inter-frames, finding the
exact motion vectors is crucial in the video encoder.

In the meantime, optical flow is also a vintage technique for finding out moving
patterns in two frames occurring by object movement or lighting change [53]. To implement
the high performance of the VSR model, many researchers adopt the optical flow technique
to realize the Spatio-Temporal correlation between frames and a substantial amount of
evaluation results from the research show the effectiveness of using optical flow for VSR.
Inspired by the SOF-VSR model [9] and VESPCN [54] utilizing an optical flow network
for video upscaling, the proposed method utilizes the motion vector of compressed low-
resolution video as one form of input data for the model training of Inter-frames.

Figure 4 shows the overall architecture proposed. The architecture is mainly composed
of two networks, SRCNN with Laplacian enhancement for Intra-frame upsampling in
Table 4 [3] and Spatio-Temporal ESPCN [54] with Laplacian Enhancement for Inter-frame
upsampling in Table 5. In Figure 4, ILR

r and ILR
c are decoded low-resolution frames. ILR

r
means a low-resolution reference frame which is a frame that is used as a reference frame
to attain motion vector and ILR

c is a low-resolution current frame that should be super-
resolved. ILR

c is classified into Intra-frame or Inter-frame by frame type information
from a video decoder. Other necessary information for the proposed model such as
the number of GOP, macroblock type, motion vector, and reference frame number in
each macroblock can also be extracted from a video decoder. In general, the information
is already transferred to the display module before the initiation of a video streaming
playback. In other words, there is no additional burden to acquire the information for VSR
model training or inference process.
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Table 4. SRCNN architecture.

Layer SRCNN

1 Conv2d (1, 64, kernel_size = 9, padding = 4)/ReLu

2 Conv2d (64, 32, kernel_size = 5, padding = 2)/ReLu

3 Conv2d (32, 1, kernel_size = 5, padding = 2)/ReLu

Table 5. Spatio-Temporal ESPCN (9 Layer Early Fusion Network). Nc means the number of input
image channels, 1 in this model and Ns is the number of sequential frames used for network inputs,
2 in this model.

Layer Spatio-Temporal ESPCN

1 Conv2d (Nc*Ns, 64, kernel_size = 3, padding = 1)/LeakyReLu

2 Conv2d (64, 64, kernel_size = 3, padding = 1)/LeakyReLu

3 Conv2d (64, 64, kernel_size = 3, padding = 1)/LeakyReLu

4 Conv2d (64, 32, kernel_size = 3, padding = 1)/LeakyReLu

5 Conv2d (32, 32, kernel_size = 3, padding = 1)/LeakyReLu

6 Conv2d (32, 32, kernel_size = 3, padding = 1)/LeakyReLu

7 Conv2d (32, 20, kernel_size = 3, padding = 1)/LeakyReLu

8 Conv2d (20, Nc*Scale2, kernel_size = 3, padding = 1)/LeakyReLu/
PixelShuffle(Scale)

9 Conv2d (Nc, Nc, kernel_size = 1, padding = 0)/LeakyReLu

General video compression standards support multiple reference frames and bi-
directional referencing to obtain one motion vector, but the proposed method considers
only single previous frame referencing in this research to implement the most lightweight
VSR model.

The motion vector loader in Figure 4 fetches the motion vector elements from decom-
pressed low-resolution video following the macroblock types. It is unlikely that optical flow
representing every pixel in a frame, one motion vector pair, mvp(mvx, mvy), can represent
from a 4× 4 pixel partition to a 16 × 16 pixel partition in the case of H.264 [22], as shown in
Figure 3. For example, if a macroblock of 16 × 16 pixels is partitioned into four 8 × 8 pixel
units, four motion vector pairs can be allocated to express the movement of one macroblock
such as the upper right partition in Figure 3. Furthermore, if the sub-macroblock partition
type is an 8 × 8 pixel block and the block can be partitioned to a 4 × 4 macroblock type,
then the total number of motion vector pairs in a macroblock is 16.

MVLR = MVL
(
∑M

p=1 mvp; mbtype

)
p = 1 ∼ M, (3)

where MVL is a motion vector loader, MVLR is motion vector values from low-resolution
video and mbtype is the macroblock type of each macroblock. The maximum number of
motion vector pairs, M is 16 as aforementioned in the case of H.264.

The subsequent process is motion compensation using a reference frame and folded
low-resolution motion vector. Similar to the motion compensation module in [54], motion-
compensated frames are acquired through warping with LR grids and the extracted motion
vectors from the decoder.

ILR
mc = W

(
ILR
r , MVLR

)
(4)

where W is a warping module that utilizes bilinear interpolation-based grid-sampling with
inputs as a reference frame, ILR

r and motion vector, and MVLR of the low-resolution frame.
The output frame, ILR

mc from the motion compensation block and current low-resolution
frame, ILR

inter are fed into the multi-frame-based ESPCN in [54]. As Table 5 shows specifically,
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the 9L-E3-MC network in [54] was adopted and it consists of eight 3 × 3 convolutional
layers, a pixel shuffle layer and one 1 × 1 convolutional layer.

ISR
inter = Netmulti− f rame−espcn(

(
ILR
inter, ILR

mc ) ; θSR

)
, (5)

where θSR is the set of parameters of Spatio-Temporal ESPCN layers.
To train Inter-frames with multi-frame-based ESPCN, MSE loss with Laplacian en-

hancement and Huber loss are adopted similarly with [54]. The Huber loss constrains
motion vector values while training as it works to treat optical flows.

Linter (θ
∗, θ∗∆) =

argmin
θ, θ∆

∣∣∣∣∣∣IHR
inter − ISR

inter

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2 + β

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ILR
mc − ISR

inter

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2
+ λH

(
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where θ∆ is model parameters, β is the coefficient for the motion compensation module,
λ is the coefficient for Huber loss and IHR

inter is the ground truth of Inter-frame. Similarly,
to achieve a lightweight VSR model, different from SOF-VSR [9] or VESPCN [54], the
proposed model utilizes motion vectors of two decoded frames directly instead of utilizing
optical flows from three frames.

Meanwhile, for the training of the SRCNN model with Laplacian enhancement, MSE
loss is used and the learning rate of the first two layers is 10−4. This value is 10 times bigger
than the last layer following the suggestion from the original SRCNN model [3].

Lintra (θ
∗, θ∗∆) =

argmin
θ, θ∆

∣∣∣∣∣∣IHR
intra − ISR

intra

∣∣∣∣∣∣2
2 (7)

4. Experiments
4.1. Training and Evaluation Dataset

The Consumer Digital Video Library (CDVL) dataset [55] is used for training such
as SOF-VSR [9] and VESPCN [54]. Furthermore, following [9], 145 full HD videos is
downsampled to the size of 960 × 540 with MATLAB bicubic downsampling library
denoted as BI in [9]. Additionally, the downsampled videos are converted to a sequence
of uncompressed png files. To acquire a similar environment of video streaming, (1) the
png files are encoded to h.264 videos with JM encoder, and (2) decoded the h.264 videos
and acquired a sequence of decoded png files. The configuration of the encoder for the
training dataset is (1) an h.264 baseline profile, (2) the GOP period is 15, (3) the QP for I
and P frame is 28, (4) the Max search range for motion estimation is 32, (5) the number of
previous frames used for the inter motion search is 1, and (6) rate control is disabled to
acquire high bitrate encoded files.

This paper does not consider various dataset cases which select several CRF values
to verify the relation between encoded bitrate and output quality because the correlation
between them is already verified in [19,20,56].

The quality of the decoded png files is slightly degraded compared to the png files
for video encoding. For testing the result of the trained model, the Vid4 dataset is used
because the benchmark dataset including over 34 sequential frames is widely utilized
in many papers to compare the performance of various VSR models. As with training
data, to realize a similar environment with video streaming, the Vid4 benchmark dataset
is also encoded with an h.264 JM encoder and decoded to obtain uncompressed png files.
The configuration of the encoder for the test dataset is the same as the configuration for
generating the training dataset.

4.2. Experiment Environment

The code for the experiment is implemented in PyTorch 1.9.0 framework and the
training job is performed with an RTX 6000, 24GB. Similar to [2], the Adam optimizer with
β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999 is selected and because of an issue regarding decompressed frame
indexing, the batch size is 1 for training. Increasing the batch size is not efficient for the
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proposed networks because two types of video frames, Intra-frame and Inter-frame, are
trained within a GOP and if the batch size is larger than GOP, a lot of frames should be
skipped to avoid discontinuity in training data. The initial learning rate is set to 1 × 10−4

and divided by 2 after every 60 K iterations. The iteration number of 1 epoch is 200 K and
the maximum number of the epoch is 100.

4.3. Evaluation on the Vid4 Dataset
4.3.1. Quantitative Evaluation

The test result with the Vid4 dataset of the proposed model in comparison with the
SOF-VSR model, which is one of the optical flow-based high-performance models, is shown
in Tables 6–8. The test dataset of consecutive frames in each video is selected for evaluation.
The PSNR value from the pre-trained weight and official code of SOF-VSR is 25.97 dB
for the ×4 scale is insignificantly smaller than the paper [9] and it is suggested that the
Vid4 dataset is used after decoding. The SSIM value from SOF-VSR is 0.77 and both PSNR
and SSIM are superior to the proposed model. However, in the case of parameter number
and FLOPs, the proposed model is much smaller and lighter for inference whilst it shows
that the proposed model is more suitable than SOF-VSR in a real-time video streaming
environment. Moreover, for the inference speed test with the Vid4 dataset, the SOF-VSR
model consumes a lot of time for inferencing one frame on a moderate GPU machine such
as NVidia 1050 Ti. On average, it requires over 200 msec per frame of Vid4 dataset inference
for ×4 scale upsampling whilst the proposed model consumes approximately 40 msec for
the same operation. This indicates that the proposed model is more appropriate in practical
usage scenarios of the VSR model under a real-time environment than SOF-VSR. If the
inference time of the VSR model is bigger than 60 msec, i.e., less than 15 frame per second
(fps), the model is practically hard to be adopted as a solution in the consumer market.

Table 6. Comparative result of PSNR value of proposed method and other technique. The results
marked with an asterisk (*) are sourced from the respective papers.

Scale Vid4 Dataset SOF-VSR [9] VESPCN [54] Bicubic [57] CILVSR

×4

Calendar 22.72 - 20.26 20.88

City 26.73 - 25.52 24.85

Foliage 25.52 - 23.00 23.46

Walk 29.92 - 25.40 26.36

Average 25.97 25.35 * 23.54 23.89

Table 7. Comparative result of SSIM value of proposed method and other technique. The results
marked with an asterisk (*) are sourced from the respective papers.

Scale Vid4 Dataset SOF-VSR [9] VESPCN [54] Bicubic [57] CILVSR

×4

Calendar 0.74 - 0.59 0.60

City 0.74 - 0.54 0.58

Foliage 0.72 - 0.51 0.56

Walk 0.88 - 0.76 0.79

Average 0.77 0.76 * 0.60 0.63
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Table 8. Comparative result of parameter number, FLOPs, and average inference time of pro-
posed method and other technique. The results marked with an asterisk (*) are sourced from the
respective papers.

Scale SOF-VSR [9] VESPCN [54] CILVSR

×4

Parameter number 1M - 121K

FLOPs 112.5G 14.0G * 2.8G

Average inference time
per Frame

(msec)
240 - 40

×3

Parameter number 1.1M - 119K

FLOPs 205.0G 24.23G * 5.0G

Average inference time
per Frame

(msec)
337 - 50

Meanwhile, the proposed model was also compared to the pre-trained VESPCN model,
as shown in Tables 6–8. The proposed model demonstrates an advantage in terms of FLOPs
consumption, which directly affects the inference speed. As a result, the proposed model
has a faster inference time compared to the VESPCN model. Additionally, the proposed
model only requires two consecutive frames for inference, while VESPCN needs three
frames. This makes the proposed model more efficient in terms of frame utilization. This is
particularly important in real-time video streaming scenarios where the number of frames
required for inference can impact the overall performance due to sequential frame loss
under unstable network conditions. Additionally, when comparing the performance of the
proposed model with the VESPCN model, it is important to consider several factors. One
such factor is that the VESPCN model was trained on the original full HD (1920 × 1080)
dataset, whereas the proposed model was trained on a qHD (960 × 540) downsampled
CDVL dataset. Additionally, the test results reported in the VEPCN paper were obtained
using the original Vid4 dataset before decoding, which means that the input frames used to
evaluate the VEPCN model were of higher quality than those used to evaluate the proposed
model. These factors should be taken into account when interpreting the performance
differences between the two models.

4.3.2. Qualitative Evaluation

Figures 5 and 6 illustrate a visual comparison of traditional upscaling methods and
the proposed CILVSR model. The blue box in the original high-resolution frame is high-
lighted in the zoomed-in versions below, which were obtained by applying various up-
sampling methods. The proposed model outperforms traditional interpolation methods.
Figures 7 and 8 demonstrate a visual comparison of the SOF-VSR model with the proposed
CILVSR model. While the output visual quality of the CILVSR model may not be as high as
that of the SOF-VSR model when utilizing ×2 upscaling, it is still able to produce almost
similar quality. To ensure fairness, the CILVSR model was trained using the same dataset
as the SOF-VSR model, i.e., 6392 png files, bicubic downsampled (BI) from 145 CDVL
video clips. As a further study, if more data are added for model training or low-resolution
video after processing anti-aliasing, a better quality of frame from the proposed model
will possibly be acquired without harming the advantage of this model as a lightweight
VSR model.
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4.4. Result Analysis

The deep learning-based Video Super-Resolution (VSR) model can be challenging to
apply in a client application in real-time environments due to the limited resources such as
computational power, bandwidth, and storage. Therefore, it is essential to consider two
main requirements for client-side implementation of VSR: inference speed and integration
efficiency. Firstly, the video client application should meet necessary requirements such
as a minimum fps of 15 fps, and a small size of weight file for deployment. Existing VSR
models fall short in these areas as they primarily focus on output image quality. In addition,
in a streaming service or video player, the VSR module’s low-resolution input frames are
provided by the video codec decoder module. This means that the sequential frame feeding
of the VSR module relies on the video codec module in a real environment. Thus, using
fewer frames for the VSR model is beneficial to avoid complexity and errors that occur
during the integration process. While other lightweight-related papers focus on hardware-
based lightweight solutions [59] or using codec information as a calibration factor [60], this
approach focuses on elements in the VSR model architecture. Additionally, the proposed
model has a separable architecture as Intra-frame-based network and Inter-frame-based
network according to circumstances. This type of network structure will be helpful in the
worst network environment such as an intermittent network disconnection situation by
selecting only an Intra-frame-based network and displaying restored SR frames.

5. Conclusions

The current study demonstrated a lightweight VSR model and related architectures.
It showed that most previous deep learning-based VSR focused on the performance of
Super-Resolved Video in terms of PSNR and SSIM which were acquired by complex CNN
architecture with recurrent blocks, residual module connection, flow estimation, and so
forth. The models require a significant amount of computational resources for training
and the output model contains a large number of parameters inside. These complexities
obstruct the expansion of VSR in the real world as a state-of-the-art solution to solve the
issues of network and storage deficiency. Thus, the direction of the latest research regarding
VSR is developing much faster to produce more practical outcomes through the use of
various spatial and temporal information from the compressed video. The trend of this
research further reveals that neither PSNR nor SSIM could be the only index to measure
the performance of VSR. In other words, other factors such as the time to train the VSR
model, the agility of the pre-trained model, inference speed, and perceptual loss should be
considered to determine the performance of the VSR model. Throughout this research, the
methodology to implement a light, practical, and high-performance architecture in terms
of the above factors along with the further progression of performance is proposed.
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